
edge of ever is a greek/german metal band formed in december 2012 in berlin, germany by frontman 
minas marston and bassist james smith. the band consists of six members of different age, nationa-
lity and musical influences. the music of edge of ever is hard to define and not easy to put into a 
specific genre. it can be described as a modern mixture of old-school heavy metal and progressive 
metal combined with core influences or as referred to by rockhard magazine: „high energy prog“. 
the band released their debut-album „global ignition“ in october 2014 and has received outstanding 
reviews from various rock/metal magazines, including giants in the genre like metal hammer, rock-
hard and legacy. after its release, edge of ever has played various concerts in germany and abroad. 
in november 2017 the band finished the production of their newest double album „we came with 
the flood“. the release date is yet to be announced.
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Minas Marston - Vocals
James Smith - Bass

Ralph Swan Krieger - Keys
Julios Greco - Guitar

Tom Kruse - Guitar
Lucas Freise - Drums

p r e s s
“.

“..a unique interpretation of Prog .. a band 
with enormous  breakthrough potential..”

- RockHard# 331 (DE)

b a n dd i s c o g r a p h y

a b o u t

“.one of the surprises of the year.. for those 
who seek for  innovation in Metal..” 13/15

- Legacy# 094 (DE)

“.
“..simply one of the most fascinating 

releases of the year..” 9/10 
- Power Play# (UK)

“..such a high level, which is often not 
found even when looking at 

established acts..”
- Metal Hammer# (DE)
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